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I. Synopsis 
 
A psalm of securely grounded hope (vv. 1, 9) and assurance (v. 8). The 
psalmist professes faith in God as he lives in the land among the saints (v. 
3), keeping well away from those engaged in crime (v. 4). He confesses the 
Lord to be his portion and inheritance, restored to him in all its excellence 
(vv. 5, 6); the Lord he will bless for his instruction (v. 7), and, lest he be 
shaken, he ever kept the Lord in view (v. 8), lodging in the hope that the 
Lord will not abandon him to death and decay (vv. 9, 10) but keep him 
alive in the delights of his presence (v. 11). 
 

II. Psalm 15 as a Whole 
 
The first verse contains what might be called a global (as opposed to local) 
shift in the Greek Psalter from the concept of “refuge” (and “confidence”) 
to that of “hope.” Since vv. 2-4 are problematic in MT, G perforce 
introduces a number of changes, all of them seemingly interpretive at 
some level. Noteworthy is that they make reasonable sense at the phrasal 
and clausal level but thematically tend to be disruptive. So, for example, v. 
2a, rather than speaking of the psalmist’s utter dependence on God, 
speaks instead of God’s sovereign self-sufficiency and, similarly, v. 3, 
which instead of highlighting the psalmist’s happy social setting, offers an 
aside on God’s delight in his saints. V. 4, moreover, remains a contextual 
orphan, ostensibly continuing v. 3 but at the same time semantically 
incompatible with it. From v. 5 onward greater coherence prevails due to a 
better source text. G makes some interesting interpretive moves but again 
restricts himself to the lower levels of constituent structure. He tinkers but 
does not elucidate contextually; he represents the source text but cannot 
always be said to have translated it.  
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IV. Text and Commentary 
Verse 1 
Greek Text 
sthlografi/a tw~| Dauid.  
fu&laco&n me, ku&rie, o(/ti e0pi\ soi\ h!lpisa.  

Hebrew Text 
dwdl Mtkm 

aytysx Kba yk l) ynrm# 
 aMT Kb ytysx 

NETS Translation 
A stele inscription. Pertaining to Dauid. 
Guard me, O Lord, because in you I hoped. 

 
sthlografi/a. Though both the Quinta (E /) and the Sexta (V /) versions 
transcribe the Hebrew (maxqam), G, as usual, translates. Aquila does a bit of 
fancy footwork and divides Mtkm into km and Mt making both into epithets 
of Dauid: tou= tapeino/fronoj kai\ a9plou= tou= Daui/d (so Field), or perhaps more 
likely tapeinou=, telei/ou (tou= Daui/d), according to Eusebius In Psalmos 
23,493 et al. (“of lowly, perfect Dauid”), while Symmachus is said to have 
read tou= tapeino/fronoj kai\ a0mw&mou (“of the humble and faultless Dauid”), 
thus following Aquila in the segmentation of Mtkm but adding a 
conjunction to make the text more readable. 
 The reason for sthlografi/a as superscript is to be sought, no doubt, in 
the Hebrew term it glosses rather than in the contents of the psalm. What 
is of interest here is not so much that an inscription on a stele is being 
referenced, but that it is called a sthlografi/a rather than simply a sth/lh. 
For sthlografi/a see also the superscripts of Pss 55, 56, 57, 58, 59. Clearly 
of interest is the prohibition of Deut 16,22: “you shall not set up for 
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yourself a stele—things which the Lord your God hated” (ou) sth&seij seautw~| 
sth&lhn a$ e0mi/shsen ku&rioj o( qeo&j sou). 
 The etymology and meaning of Mtkm is uncertain. A number of 
derivations have been proposed: (a) from Mtk (gold); (b) from Akkadian 
katãmu (to hide); (c) equivalent to btkm and, by extension, to sthlografi/a. 
Kraus (24-25) sides with the last named but seeks to relate it to Mtkn 
(√Mtk), a hapax legomenon in Jer 2,22, though with the conjectured 
meaning of “be indelible” rather than the usually assigned sense of “stain.” 
Jer 2,22, however, renders Mtkn as kekhli/dwsai (you have become stained), 
and within Greek usage there is no evidence that khlido/w and its cognates 
ever have a positive sense. Illustrative is that, although khlid- is not 
common in the LXX, on all four occasions (2Macc 6,25; WisSal 13,14; Jer 
2,22; DanLXX 11,13) it follows suit with a negative sense. Kraus’ 
conjecture, therefore, finds no support in Greek. 
 Given G’s practice of translating, in distinction from transcribing, at 
almost any cost in the superscriptions, it is more likely that he started with 
Mtk, construed it as btk and thus arrived at –graf-i/a, a standard 
equivalence throughout the LXX. Since in terms of isomorphism -grafi/a 
left him one morpheme short, he may have preposed sthlo-. For a similar 
case see (xcnl > ei0j te/loj;) xcnml > ei0j to\ te/loj where prefixed m is 
represented by the Greek article. 
 While inscribed steles, including votive steles bearing hymns to gods, 
are common in the Hellenistic and Roman periods and, furthermore, are 
explicitly mentioned in 1Macc 14,26 and 3Macc 2,27), sthlografi/a is 
apparently first attested in Psalms and thereafter in related literature, 
typically in commentaries on Psalms, but also in inscriptions from the 
Roman period, beginning, judging from PHI #7, in the first century CE (cf. 
IG IX,2.13). The cognate verb sthlografe/w is attested as early as the third 
century BCE (cf. SEG 33.1013; Lydia), and thereafter with some regularity 
in epigraphy. It is possible but by no means certain that G was the first to 
use the noun. 
 
fu&lacon. Since G almost without fail (64x to 5x) translates Hebrew rm# with 
fula/ssw, there is no attempt here at exegeting the source text. While in 
the Hebrew the psalmist simultaneously seeks refuge in God, in the Greek 
his hope in the Lord is put in past tense and thus becomes a prior 
commitment.  
 
ku&rie. MT reads l) (God) and Rahlfs’ notation might suggest that the 
reading of S, which he records as o9 qeo/j, is a correction to MT. In actual 
fact, what Rahlfs records is the reading of S*, while Sc reads ku/rie. 
Curiously, in v. 2a (contra Rahlfs’ notation) S* reads qeo/j, while Sc reads 
ku/rioj. As a result, the majority of mss suggests an assimilation in 2a to 
1b (ku/rioj [2a] > ku/rie [1b]), while in S (2a + La Uulg: cf. 139,7) the reverse 
may have happened (o9 qeo/j [1b] > qeo/j [2a]). All in all, ku&rie would seem 
less secure as Old Greek than Rahlfs suggests. Given the fact that in 
transmission history qeo/j is more often replaced by ku/rioj than the reverse, 
o9 qeo/j may well be original in spite of its sparse support (cf. further 54,20; 
73,8; 77,7; 105,14; 106,11; 138,17, 23; 150,1). 
 Aquila and Theodotion are said to read i0sxure/ in 1b—so commonly for 
l)—while Symmachus has o9 qeo/j. “The three,” therefore, reflect MT in 1b, 
but are not extant for 2a. 
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e0pi\ soi\ / h!lpisa. In MT the order is reversed, followed by Symmachus 
(h1lpisa e0pi\ se/), though evidence for Aquila and Theodotion is lacking. The 
word order in this expression is of interest, since it may possibly 
determine the case within the prepositional phrase. Thus when the phrase 
precedes the verb, as here, G tends to use the dative case, while the 
accusative tends to appear when the order is reversed (cf. Symmachus). 
The reason for this peculiarity, which is unique to Psalms, is unclear, the 
more since it is not warranted by the Hebrew. That the difference in case is 
of semantic import seems unlikely in view of general evidence (see further 
below). Moreover, as Aejmelaeus notes (“Faith” p. 374), the pattern is not 
consistent, though might be made more consistent based on variant 
readings. 
 Since there is no obvious reason for G to have changed the word order 
of his source, it appears likely that G’s parent text was at variance with 
MT. Moreover, since hsx + complement occurs twice as often as the 
reverse order, the latter might be labeled the lectio difficilior for Psalms. 
 
h!lpisa. The gloss we see here of hsx (take refuge) by e0lpi/zw (hope) is part 
of a larger shift within the Greek Psalter, discussed recently by Aejmelaeus  
as well as by Boyd-Taylor (“In a Mirror”). This shift involves a conceptual 
shift, as Aejmelaeus notes, from “trust or confidence in God” to “putting 
one’s hope in God” (“Faith” p. 376), which in turn precipitates a 
grammatical adjustment from what I shall call a nominal construction (“I 
have hope in”) to a verbal construction (“I hope in”). In the nature of the 
case, the shift is not specific to Psalm 15 and is therefore not an instance 
of local exegesis. 
 First the grammatical shift. The essentials of the case are as follows. 
G’s interest in the concept of hope is clear from the fact that a total of six 
Hebrew verbs have been glossed, either sporadically or frequently to 
consistently, by e0lpi/zw. The noteworthy verbs are lxyni. and pi. (wait, 
expect) (consistently so at 13x; elsewhere only in Isa 42,4; 51,5), x+b 
(trust) (37x out of 43x), and hsx (take refuge) (20x out of 24x). On the 
nominal side, e.g., hsex;ma and x+fb;mi, we see a corresponding predilection for 
e0lpi/j. For a case in point see e0p’ e0lpi/di in v. 9c below. 
 In Greek literature of the Classical and Hellenistic periods the noun 
e0lpi/j outnumbers the verb e0lpi/zw by a considerable margin. I restrict 
myself here to simplex forms. Taking Polybius as a case in point, e0lpi/j 
outnumbers its denominative verb e0lpi/zw by 48x to 32x or at a ratio of 
3:2, a rate not drastically at odds with what one finds in the LXX apart 
from Psalms, 93x to 41x or a ratio of slightly more than 2:1. In Psalms, on 
the other hand, the ratio is reversed, since the verb outnumbers the noun 
73x to 18x or at a ratio of 4:1. A further point to be made is that, though 
the concept of hope in someone / something is well attested in extra-
biblical literature, it is expressed not by a verbal construction but by a 
nominal one, with the result that we find typically e1xw e0lpi/da e1n tini. 
Though e0n is most common, other prepositions like ei0j and e0pi/ also occur, 
e.g., e0pi\ toi=j qeoi=j ta\j e0lpi/daj e1xeij (Polybius, Hist. 38.8.1) and a1llhj 
ou0demia=j e0lpi/doj u9parxou/shj ei0j swthri/an (Hist. 6.58.11). The e0pi/ phrase 
may, however, have either the accusative or the dative case and may 
precede or follow the head noun (e.g., Hist. 28.2.3; 33.6.8). 
 The verb e0lpi/zw, on other hand, appears typically with a direct object 
in the accusative (“I expect it”), a purpose infinitive ([commonly a fut. 
infin.] “I hope to do x”), an accusative + infinitive construction ([commonly 
a fut. infin.] “I hope that x will be the case”). All three of these can be 
found elsewhere in the Septuagint, but not in Psalms. Given that e0lpi/zw + 
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prepositional phrase also occurs several times outside of Psalms (though 
not in the Pentateuch), it is uncertain whether it was G who introduced the 
verbal construction in question. Similarly, Philo has the common extra-
biblical constructions with e0lpi/zw but also phrases like e0pi\ to\n o1ntwj o1nta 
qeo\n e0lpizou/shj (Quod deterius 140.1). Obviously, G used it frequently, 
presumably because he liked the concept and his source offered him 
mainly verbs to work with. Plausibly, that accounts for the imbalance 
between the verb and the noun. Why he opted for e0pi/ rather than the 
standard e0n is not obvious. For a similar preference for e0pi/ + dative see 
eu0frai/nw and pe/poiqa. 
 That G brought about a conceptual shift from trust in God to hope in 
God, as Aejmelaeus has argued, is clear, the more since several Hebrew 
lexemes are glossed by it. Aejmelaeus is also right in noting that, 
lexicographically, no hebraization of “hope” is in evidence in the text as 
produced (contra Muraoka and LEH) nor that “hope” has taken on an 
eschatological sense. To the same effect see Boyd-Taylor, “In a Mirror” pp. 
17-23. This is not to say, however, that no semantic shift and/or 
eschatologization might not have occurred in reception history. But that 
would be another chapter. 
 The verbs e0lpi/zw and pe/poiqa, in Greek usage generally, are synonyms 
but were not regarded by G as having an identical sense. Though most 
instances of x+b are translated by e0lpi/zw, seven instances are glossed by 
pe/poiqa (24,2; 48,6; 113,16; 117,8; 124,1; 134,18; 145,3). Moreover, in 
117(118),8-9, where in the Hebrew hsx and x+b stand in parallel stichs in 
consecutive lines, G translates them identically, the first pair by pe/poiqa 2x 
and the second pair by e0lpi/zw 2x. 
 Though the rendering of Hebrew hsx by Greek e0lpi/zw is part of a 
larger shift in the Greek Psalter and as such is not focused locally, the 
effect in 15,1 is nonetheless that something of the immediacy of MT might 
be said to have been lost in Greek translation, the more since h1lpisa is in 
the past tense. 
 
Verse 2 
Greek Text 
ei]pa tw~| kuri/w| Ku&rio&j mou ei] su&,  
o(/ti tw~n a)gaqw~n mou ou) xrei/an e1xeij.  

Hebrew Text 
ht) ynd) hwhyl trm) 

Kyl( lb ytbw+ 
NETS Translation 

I said to the Lord, “My Lord you are, 
because you have no need of my goods.” 

 
ei]pa. According to BHS the Greek reads here with “mlt Mss Hier” against 
the 2nd sf of MT, which is kept by Craigie (p. 156) and posited to refer to 
“an acquaintance” of the psalmist. Not improbably the 2nd sf arose as a 
result of MT’s mistake in v. 2b, which occasioned a contrary view. For 1b 
and 2a see 30,15. 
 
tw~| kuri/w|. It is standard for G, in such cases, to represent (hwhy)l by the 
article, though in the case of ku&rio&j mou no article is used even though it 
renders ynd). The reason would seem to be that it a predication. 
 
ei] su&. ht) in a nominal clause is regularly represented by both su/ and ei], 
most often with the pronoun preceding.  
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tw~n a)gaqw~n. Since the plural commonly refers to possessions or wealth, 
that may be its sense here. In that case, one might infer that G has in mind 
the riches produced by the psalmist’s most excellent inheritance (v. 6).  
 
ou) xrei/an e1xeij. MT is likely defective since it reads the opposite of what the 
psalm would seem to be about: “My well-being is not on your account.” It 
may be that the text suffered haplography, as Baethgen (p. 41) and others 
have suggested: Kyl( lb > Kyd(lb lb, “not apart from you,” but it seems 
doubtful that G reflects a text other than MT. Faced with MT’s text, G 
simply turned it around. Hence “my well-being is not on your account” 
becomes “You have no need of my goods.” Though at the phrasal level the 
reversal makes good sense, at the level of discourse this is questionable, 
since what G has introduced detracts from the theme of the psalm. Rather 
than indicating that the psalmist’s well-being depends totally on God, the 
Greek states that God has no need of the psalmist’s possessions. 
 Yet G steers a middle course between Aquila and Symmachus: 
a0gaqosu/nh mou ou0 mh\ e0pi\ se/, “My goodness is in no way upon you” (Aq.), 
whatever that is thought to mean, and a0gaqo/n moi ou0k e1stin a1neu sou, “I have 
no good without you” (Sym.), which echoes the theme of the psalmist’s 
complete dependence on God.  
 
o(/ti. Not to be overlooked is that G, unlike MT, by inserting a conjunction, 
forges an explicit causal link between the confession in 2a and its 
grounding in 2b. As a result, the text now suggests that because God has 
no need of the psalmist’s possessions, the psalmist considers God to be 
his superior and therefore his Lord. Neither Aq. nor Sym. has o(/ti. 
 
Verse 3 

Greek Text 
toi=j a(gi/oij toi=j e0n th~| gh~| au)tou~  
e0qauma&stwsen pa&nta ta_ qelh&mata au)tou~ 
e0n au)toi=j.  

Hebrew Text 
hmh Cr)b r#) My#wdql 

Mb ycpx lk yryd)w  

NETS Translation 
As for the holy ones who are in his land— 
he made marvelous all his wants among 
them. 

 
toi=j1°. The article likely represents l. Since G does nothing more than to  
represent Hebrew #dq by its default equivalent, nothing is clarified about 
its meaning.  
 
au)tou~1°. The possessive may be intended to represent hmh, if only 
quantitatively. Symmachus appears to do something similar by glossing it 
as ei0j au0tou/j but reading it with the next line: ei0j tou\j a9gi/ouj tou\j e0n th=| gh=|, 
ei0j au0tou\j kai\ ei0j tou\j mega/louj, [pa=n to\ qe/lhma/ mou e0n au0toi=j], “With regard 
to the saints that are in the land, with regard to them and with regard to 
the great ones[, my every want is in/among them].” While Cr)b might 
mean “on earth” (cf. Kraus p. 236), the Greek makes it into a reference to 
the land of Israel and thus implies that “the holy ones” are Israelites or in 
any case in the land of Israel. 
 
e0qauma&stwsen. G has a verb in place of a construct noun in MT, which 
appears to have: “and glorious ones/things of all my good pleasure among 
them,” which leaves My#wdql dangle. That G read some form of the Hebrew 
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√rd) is clear from the fact that the qaumast. - ryd) equivalence occurs six 
times in Psalms (see further 8,2, 10; 75,5; 92,4bis). If G read a verb in its 
source, it is likely to have been a qatal rather than a yiqtol. Kraus (p. 237) 
posits ryd)y, a hiphil imperfect for MT. The merit of G’s move is that the 
opening phrase of the verse (toi=j a(gi/oij +) now more clearly links up with 
its closing one (e0n au)toi=j). 
 
pa&nta ta_ qelh&mata au)tou~. Two items are of interest here, the plural of 
qe/lhma and the 3rd sg pronoun. While on the pronoun “the three” agree with 
the 1st sg of MT, on the plural versus singular noun Aq. and Sym. side with 
MT while Theod. reads with G. If one uses G’s rendering of Cpx elsewhere 
as a guide, one would expect the noun to be singular (1,2; 106,30; 110,2; 
cf. 27,7; 29,6, 8; 39,9; 102,7, 21; 142,10; 144,19). From that perspective 
it is not likely that G simply misread ycpx as wcpx (cf. BHS). There is, 
moreover, an interpretive point at issue (see next entry). 
 
au)tou~2°. The 1st sg reference of MT suggests that the speaker in vv. 1-4 of 
the Hebrew is the psalmist. In vv. 1-2 he addresses God, and in vv. 3-4 he 
describes his own situation and resolve. G, on the other hand, has the 
psalmist refer to God in the third person in v. 3, which is then resumed in 
v. 5a. G’s miscue—and it appears to be that—began with Cr)b in v. 3a, 
which he construed not simply as “the land” but explicitly as God’s land, 
possibly in line with his confession of God’s self-sufficiency in 2b. A 
second reason for the miscue may have been the problematic hmh. In any 
case, G follows through to the end of the verse. G’s third person reference 
throughout v. 3 happens to make good sense within the verse, though less 
so in its immediate context. 
 
 In sum, the choice of Greek forms to render the Hebrew in verse 3 
results in a meaning significantly different from that of MT. The majestic 
ones (yryd)), parallel to the holy ones (My#wdq), have disappeared, as has 
the delight of the psalmist. Instead the Lord is in the foreground. The 
emphasis is not on the qualities of the saints but on the acts of will of 
God. 
 
Verse 4 

Greek Text 
e0plhqu&nqhsan ai9 a)sqe/neiai au)tw~n,  
meta_ tau~ta e0ta&xunan: 
ou) mh_ sunaga&gw ta_j sunagwga_j au)tw~n 
e0c ai9ma&twn 
ou)de\ mh_ mnhsqw~ tw~n o)noma&twn au)tw~n 
dia_ xeile/wn mou. 

Hebrew Text 
wrhm rx) Mtwbc( wbry  

 Mdm Mhyksn Kys) lb  
ytp# l( Mtwm# t) )#) lbw  

 

NETS Translation 
Their infirmities were multiplied; 
after that, they were quick; 
I will not gather their gatherings due to 
spilled blood 
or make mention of their names with my lips. 

 
The central question here is about the identity of the individuals 
mentioned in this verse. If v. 3 is about “saints” then v. 4 is presumably 
about “sinners,” and the Hebrew text is commonly so construed. G 
appears to agree but, in spite of tinkering with the verse internally, fails to 
clarity it contextually. Though 4a continues v. 3 grammatically, 
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semantically it is clearly at odds with it, unless, together with 4b, one 
reads it as (temporary) affliction for the saints, which had a remedial 
effect. But in that case, 4c and 4d are at loggerheads with 4a and 4b, since 
4c and 4d contradict any kind of remedial effect. 
 
e0plhqu&nqhsan. G construes MT’s qal yiqtol of hbr as an aorist passive, 
therefore bringing its tense in line with the verbs in 3b and 4b. Both verses 
are consequently set in past time. As noted, the subject of the verb 
appears to be the holy ones or saints of v. 3. 
 
ai9 a)sqe/neiai au)tw~n. Hebrew tbc( (hurt, injury, pain) occurs twice in Psalms; 
only here in the LXX is it rendered by a)sqe/neia, the common counterpart of 
a)sqen-, both in Psalms and elsewhere, being √l#k (stumble, stagger). In 
146,3 G uses su/ntrimma (fracture) for tbc(. The question is thus why G 
here used a)sqe/neia. The answer may possibly be that he softened the sense 
as much as he could without overriding his source. On the other hand, had 
he wanted to contrast vv. 3 and 4, the possibility to do so lay within easy 
reach, since Hebrew has two bc( roots, one with the sense of hurt or pain 
(bc(I) and the other having to do with shaping or fashioning (bc(II). The 
latter includes bcf(f (idol), which occurrs twice in Psalms (113,12 [115,4]; 
134[135],15) and on both occasions is rendered by ei1dwlon. Interestingly, 
that is also the route traveled by Theodotion (and Quinta) in Ps 15,4a, 
ignoring the question of Hebrew gender. Theodotion reads the line as: 
e0plhqu&nqhsan ta\ ei1dwla au0tw~n, ei0j ta\ o0pi/sw e0ta&xunan “their idols multiplied; 
they were quick backwards.” Aquila insists on bc(I and more awkwardly 
than G offers plhqunqh/sontai diaponh/mata au0tw~n, “their hard labours will be 
multiplied.”  
 
meta_ tau~ta e0ta&xunan. Since rwOx)f is regularly (10x) translated by ei0j ta\ o0pi/sw 
in the LXX, it seems feasible that Theodotion construed rx')a as rwOx) and 
thus came up with ei0j ta\ o0pi/sw.  G, on the other hand, apparently read it 
as rxa)a, which here and in 48(49),14 he rendered by meta\ tau=ta and thus 
ends up with a temporal, rather than Theodotion’s spatial, adverb. The 
difference in meaning is not incidental. Whereas in Theodotion the 
multiplying of idols caused the individuals in question to hurry backwards, 
G has “their infirmities multiplied; after that, they were quick.” It is thus 
possible that G portrays the infirmities as having a remedial effect. 
 Since √rhmI (hasten), in Psalms is translated by tax-, the verb taxu/nw 
here and in 105,13 is not surprising, even though the verb in 15,4 may 
well be √rhmIII (acquire by paying the purchase price [of a wife]), in which 
case one might translate: “they have acquired another (god)” (so Craigie p. 
154; Kraus p. 234; cf. NRSV). 
 
ou) mh_ sunaga&gw ta_j sunagwga_j au)tw~n. Since √Ksn (pour a libation) does 
not appear elsewhere in Psalms, it is possible that G was not familiar with 
it, even though it is well known in the LXX. It is also possible that his 
choice was deliberate (see further next entry). In any case, G replicates the 
cognate construction, but seemingly bases it on √Ps) (gather) rather than 
on √Ksn. As a result, a line, which in the Hebrew (followed by Aq. and 
Sym.) speaks of pouring libations of blood, in which the psalmist is 
resolved not to participate, in the Greek has the psalmist refuse to 
convene gatherings, due to spilled blood.  
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e0c ai9ma&twn. Only here in Psalms does the singular of Md (blood) have a 
Greek plural as counterpart. Elsewhere singular = singular 12x and plural 
= plural 7x. Since in Hebrew the plural is used distributively to denote 
murder and since the same usage is viable in Greek, it seems likely that 
G’s use of the plural for a Hebrew singular was exegetical and seems to be 
of a piece with the preceding clause. Whereas the Hebrew is commonly 
read as “their libations of blood I will not pour out,” the sense of the Greek 
is “their gatherings I will not gather, due to spilled blood,” that is to say, 
the cultic sin of the Hebrew has become a prohibition against public 
gatherings, due to blood crimes. Why this relatively radical change? The 
likely reason is that the expression Md@Fmi K7senE (libation of blood) is not 
attested elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible and therefore regarded as non-
sensical. 
 
ou)de\ mh_ mnhsqw~. Once again G resorts to a unique equivalence, seeing that 
only here in Psalms is mimnh/skw paired with )#n; and elsewhere in the LXX 
this occurs only in Gen 40,13, 20. 
 
Given the number of uncommon translation equivalents in v. 4, one might 
reasonably infer that G has deliberately recast his source. But for all that, 
the verse continues to fit poorly into its context. Arguably one can 
therefore speak of exegesis at the level of the verse but scarcely at the 
level of discourse. 
 
Verse 5 
Greek Text 
ku&rioj h( meri\j th~j klhronomi/aj mou 
kai\ tou~ pothri/ou mou:  
su_ ei] o( a)pokaqistw~n th_n klhronomi/an 
mou e0moi/. 

Hebrew Text 
yswkw yqlx tnm hwhy  
ayl ylrwg Kymwt ht)  

aom MT 

NETS Translation 
The Lord is the portion of my inheritance 
and of my cup; 
you are the one who restores to me my 
inheritance. 

 
h( meri\j th~j klhronomi/aj mou. Since G elsewhere equates meri/j with both tnm 
(portion) and qlx (portion, tract), using meri/j for both here is scarcely an 
option. It may thus be that, for that reason, he uses klhronomi/a for qlx, a 
word which is standard (22x) in Psalms for hlxn (inheritance). While in the 
Hebrew 5a may connect with 2b and in that case makes its reference to 
the Levitical allotment explicit, that interpretation is placed in doubt by the 
Greek given that 2b has been turned into its opposite.  
 
o( a)pokaqistw~n. G apparently derives Hebrew Kymwt from Kmt (grasp, 
support, attain), though in that case he opts for a unique equivalent. 
Elsewhere he opts twice for a0ntilamba/nw (support) (40,13; 62,9) and once 
for katarti/zw (adjust, restore) (16,5). The verb here used translates bw# hi. 
in 34,17. Since a0pokaqi/sthmi commonly means “to restore something lost 
to its rightful place or owner,” the unique equivalence can perhaps be 
explained by an original yl lost from MT by haplography (see next note). 
The inheritance had thus been lost but was subsequently restored by the 
Lord to its rightful owner. If one then connects this notion with v. 4, it is 
possible to read this psalm as an expression of hope as a result of 
deliverance from a crisis, caused by the individuals obliquely mentioned in 
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v. 4. Not surprisingly the Church Fathers tended to see here a restoration 
of man’s eternal inheritance (e.g., Eusebius In Psalmos 23.160; Didymus 
the Blind In Psalmos 29-34, 220; Theodoret In Psalmos 80.961). 
 
th_n klhronomi/an mou. Hebrew lrwg (lot, allotment) occurs three times in 
Psalms (15,5; 21,19; 124,3). Here it is rendered by klhronomi/a but in the 
other two instances by klh=roj. Though both of these equivalences are well 
attested in the Septuagint, it is of interest that G uses klhronomi/a in 15,5. If 
we then anticipate that it appears once again in v. 6b, this time for its 
standard counterpart, hlxn, it becomes clear that klhronomi/a occurs a total 
of three times in vv. 5-6, thereby underscoring its central importance in 
the Greek psalm. While its occurrence in 5a might be considered 
obligatory, the resultant emphasis remains nonetheless.  
 Also of interest is that the 1st sg personal pronoun, mou, occurs with 
each instance, explicitly warranted by the source text in 5a and 5b, but not 
in 6a. Nor is e0moi/ warranted by MT in 5b. There is reason to believe, 
however, that the latter two are textual rather than interpretational. In 5a 
MT may well have suffered haplography: ylrwg < yl ylrwg; and tlxn for hlxn 
in 6b may suggest a missing 1st sg suffix (ytlxn). So Kraus p. 234 (cf. 
Gesenius-Kautzsch-Cowley §80g). 
 
Verse 6 

Greek Text 
sxoini/a e0pe/pesa&n moi e0n toi=j 
krati/stoij:  
kai\ ga_r h( klhronomi/a mou krati/sth moi/ 
e0stin.  
 

Hebrew Text 
Mym(nb yl wlpn Mylbx  
yl( hrp# a[y]tlxn P)  

aom MT 

NETS Translation 
Boundary lines dropped for me in the most 
excellent spotsa; 
indeed, to me my inheritance is most 
excellent. 
aLacking in Gk 

 
e0n toi=j krati/stoij. Though Hebrew My(n (pleasant), recurs in v. 11 where it 
is rendered by terpno/thj (delight) (cf. 80,3; 132,1), here it is adjusted to 
the context, together with rp# (be beautiful) in 6b. In both cases the 
description is in the superlative, but it is not clear whether this is meant to 
be understood in agricultural, aesthetic or religious terms. The first 
mentioned would be favoured if a connection with “my goods” in v. 2b 
were made. 
 
mou. Though this word finds no explicit warrant in MT, it may well have 
belonged to G’s source (see comment on v. 5).  
 
Verse 7 

Greek Text 
eu)logh&sw to_n ku&rion to_n suneti/santa& 
me: 
e1ti de\ kai\ e(/wj nukto_j e0pai/deusa&n me oi9 
nefroi/ mou. 

Hebrew Text 
ync(y r#) hwhy t) Krb)  

ytwylk ynwrsy twlyl P)  

NETS Translation 
I will bless the Lord who makes me 
understand; 
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moreover, until night my kidneys instructed 
me. 

 
eu)logh&sw. Kraus (p. 238) cites F. Horst for sense of Krb: “in due form to 
recognize someone in his position of power and his claim of high 
position.” Since the Greek concept denotes praise and eulogy, its sense 
appears to be similar. 
 
to_n ku&rion. The Greek article here represents Hebrew t), as often in 
Psalms. As a result it can scarcely be counted as a discourse feature at the 
time of the production of the Greek.  
 
to_n suneti/santa&. Hebrew C(y is not a common word in the Psalter. It occurs 
a total of six times and in four of these G opts for bouleu/omai (take 
counsel) the standard equivalent throughout the LXX. On the other hand, 
suneti/zw is a unique equivalent for C(y. It translates Nyb 12x in the LXX, five 
of which occur in Psalms. There is therefore good reason to believe that 
G’s move here is deliberate though not necessarily exegetical.  
 Given the fact that bouleu/omai (as a simplex form) in the LXX and the 
NT appears exclusively as a medio-passive form and given that it typically 
carries the negative sense of “taking counsel with oneself against someone 
else,” this verb would scarcely have suited Ps 15,7. The four instances in 
Psalms follow suit on both counts (61,5; 70,10; 82,4, 6). Only in 15,7 does 
C(y have a suffix. G might thus have switched to sumbouleu/w + dat. (cf. Ex 
18,19; Num 24,14; 3Rgns 1,12; Jer 45,15) but it may be of interest that 
Israel’s God is not described as some one who acts as a su/mbouloj to 
humans. 
 While suneti/zw is a worthy “wisdom” term, it can scarcely be said that it 
is a terminus technicus, as Gzella (p. 137) calls it and by implication 
suggests that G deliberately gave Ps 15,7 a “wisdom” twist. Since G’s 
default is not a realistic option, he picks a word which elsewhere in Psalms 
translates Nyb, just as in 31,8 he opts for e0pisthri/zw to translate C(y, 
though twice elsewhere it renders Kms (support) (70,6; 87,7). That Ps 15,7 
might be construed as a wisdom text in reception history is one thing; that 
it is such by translator’s intent is quite another. 
 
e1ti de\ kai/. Most often (8x) G renders P) by kai\ ga/r as in v. 6 or also simply 
by kai/ (6x). Only here and in v. 9 is it rendered by e1ti de\ kai/, a phrase that 
regularly marks continuity. As such, “my kidneys” in 7b are said to be 
doing something similar to what the Lord is said to do in 7a. 
 
e(/wj nukto/j. If the Hebrew plural noun expresses intensity (so Craigie p. 
155 with reference to Briggs p. 126), G did not seem to render it so. 
Moreover, while twlyl is commonly understood to mean “in” or “during” 
the night, G construes it as “until night” (i.e., “all day long”) with the result 
that the action noted in v. 7b takes place during the day rather than in the 
night. If 7a is then also taken to describe the psalmist’s daytime activity, 
both activities occur simultaneously, whereas in the Hebrew they are 
evidently sequential and complementary. e1ti de\ kai/ seems to underscore 
this reading of the Greek. 
 The apparent insertion of e(/wj is the more surprising since G, some 
66x, uses it to gloss d(, deviating only 6x from this equivalence, and 
elsewhere inserts it only in 106,26, where, however, it makes obvious 
sense.  
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oi9 nefroi/ mou. While in Hebrew the kidneys, in a figurative sense, can mean 
the seat of the emotions, such is not Greek usage, though euphemistically 
they might refer to the testicles. The general sense, however, is reasonably 
clear from the context. If God makes the psalmist understand, his own 
inner life had trained him accordingly. 
 
Verse 8 

Greek Text 
prowrw&mhn to_n ku&rion e0nw&pio&n mou dia_ 
panto&j, 
o(/ti e0k deciw~n mou& e0stin i(/na mh_ saleuqw~.  

Hebrew Text 
dymt ydgnl hwhy ytyw#  

+wm) lb ynymym yk  
 

NETS Translation 
I kept seeing the Lord always before me, 
because he is at my right, that I might not be 
shaken. 

 
prowrw&mhn. While hw# (set, place) elsewhere in Psalms is translated by 
e0piti/qhmi (20,6) and ti/qhmi (88,20) and thus by the standard equivalent of 
ty# (put, set), here G uses a verb which elsewhere in the LXX appears only 
as a variant in 1Esdr 5,60. That this is an act of reverence on the part of G, 
as Mozley states (p. 27), seems doubtful in view of 53,5 and 85,14. Rather 
than the motive being theological, it is more likely semantic. Whereas in 
53,5 and 85,14 the sense is having regard for God, 15,8 has to do God’s 
perceived location. Of interest is certainly that the Hebrew qatal form is 
rendered by a Greek imperfect, thus portraying the psalmist as habitually 
keeping the Lord in view always—because he is at his right (see further 
below). The choice of the imperfect is apt in light of dia_ panto&j. 
 
to_n ku&rion. MT gives no warrant for the Greek article (= t)?) but the item 
might have been carried forward from v. 7, either in Hebrew transmission 
or in Greek translation. 
 
e0stin. BHS suggests a loss of )wh for MT and this may possibly find support 
in the Greek. However, while Hebrew )wh is nearly always represented in 
the Greek, it cannot be said that all instances of e0stin in the Greek text are 
warranted by the source text. 
 
i(/na mh/. G typically renders Hebrew lb in one of two ways, either by a 
simple negative, ou0 + indicative (cf. v. 2b), or by ou0 mh/ + aorist subjunctive 
(cf. v. 4ab). On a few occasions, however, he opts for i(/na mh/ (9,39; 15,8; 
16,5) or o(/pwj mh/ (77,44). His choice of  i(/na mh/ in the present verse is not 
felicitous, since the concluding clause, rather than being read as the 
apodosis of the immediately preceding clause (so e.g., NRSV: “I shall not 
be moved”), must now be read as the negative purpose of both preceding 
clauses, thereby creating a certain inconcinnity with the Lord being both in 
front and on the right simultaneously.  
 
Verse 9 

Greek Text 
dia_ tou~to hu)fra&nqh h( kardi/a mou,  
kai\ h)gallia&sato h( glw~ssa& mou,  
e1ti de\ kai\ h( sa&rc mou kataskhnw&sei e0p’ 
e0lpi/di,  

Hebrew Text 
ydwbk lgyw ybl xm# Nkl  

x+bl Nk#y yr#b P)  
 

NETS Translation 
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Therefore my heart was glad, 
and my tongue rejoiced; 
moreover, my flesh will encamp in hope, 

 
hu)fra&nqh . . . h)gallia&sato. In both cases G uses his default rendering.  
 
h( glw~ssa& mou. As Briggs notes (p. 126), dwbk sometimes has the sense of 
“inner man.” (Some scholars, however, emend to db'k@f (liver), which 
figuratively can refer to the inner man.) In Psalms Briggs notes 7,6; 29,13; 
56,9; 107,2. BDB adds Gen 49,6. Since the Genesis translator rendered it 
by h{par (liver), though perhaps reading db'k@f (liver), which figuratively in 
Greek can refer to the seat of the passions, he may have sensed its 
meaning. The Psalms translator, on the other hand, apparently either did 
not have a clue or decided to represent (more than translate) the source 
text. Woodenly G renders it by do/ca, whether or not it makes sense (see 
e.g., 107,2). Given the explicit parallels in 15,9, he demurs. Without good 
reason Schaper (p. 49 footnote 187) suggests that G may have read ynw#l. 
 
kataskhnw&sei. As a translation of Nk#, kataskhno/w tends to detract from the 
thrust of the thought and to that extent might aid the interpretation of vv. 
10-11 as pertaining to life after death. König notes explicitly, “Es bedeutet 
nicht ‘wohnt’ ” (p. 508) and connects it directly with 10a. While König is 
correct in noting that kataskhno/w does not mean the same thing as oi0ke/w 
and compounds, that scarcely means that it makes reference to temporal 
as opposed to eternal life. The fact that in Psalms and commonly 
elsewhere in the Septuagint kataskhno/w and cognates are used to translate 
Hebrew √Nk# should give one pause to believe that it refers to temporal as 
opposed to eternal life. In Psalms the verb Nk# is translated 18x by 
kataskhno/w, the noun Nk#m 10x by skh/nwma (and once by skhnh/ 78[77],60), 
and the adjective Nk# 6x by gei/twn (neighbour). Since all three Greek 
equivalents are default renderings, they are of less local interest than their 
non-default equivalents. So skhnh/ (as opposed to skh/nwma) in 77,60 refers 
to the tabernacle at Selo (Shilo). On the verbal side, katoike/w in 67,7 and 
134,21 is of interest, since in the former reference is being made to the 
dead in their tombs (tou\j katoikou=ntaj e0n ta/foij), while in the latter case 
God is said to be the one who inhabits Jerusalem (o9 katoikw=n Ierousalhm), a 
telling contrast with 77,60, noted above. Two instances of paroike/w, 93,17 
and 119,6, confirm that, in Psalms as elsewhere in the LXX and non-
biblical Greek, kataskhno/w and cognates carry the sense of dwelling in a 
less than permanent abode (see also Muraoka sub voce 1.) There is no 
indication, however, that a temporary dwelling is to be equated with a 
temporal dwelling as opposed to an eternal one. 
 
e0p’ e0lpi/di. Since its Hebrew counterpart is x+abelf—which in 4,9 is rendered 
likewise but in 77,53 uses e0n in place of e0pi/—this phrase gives further 
evidence of G’s predilection for the concept of hope (e0lpi/j), discussed 
above. The phrase as such is well known in Greek literature, especially 
with e0n. 
 
Verse 10 

Greek Text 
o(/ti ou)k e0gkatalei/yeij th_n yuxh&n mou ei0j 
a#|dhn  
ou)de\ dw&seij to_n o9sio&n sou i0dei=n 

Hebrew Text 
lw)#l y#pn bz(t )l yk  

tx# tw)rl Kdysx Ntt )l  
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diafqora&n.  
NETS Translation 
because you will not abandon my soul to 
Hades 
or give your devout to see corruption. 

 
An interesting parallel to the entire verse is Ps 29,4: “ . . . you brought up 
my soul from Hades (e0c a(/|dou); / you saved me from those that go down 
into a pit (ei0j la/kkon [rwb]).”  
 
ou)k e0gkatalei/yeij. G in all but two instances (48,11; 118,53) translated bz( 
with   e0gkatalei/pw (20x). For e0gkatalei/pw . . . ei0j see 36,33 where the 
sense is clearly “abandon to” rather than “abandon in” even though MT has 
wOdyFb; bz( = ei0j ta\j xei=raj au0tou=. To be contrasted is (e1qento) e0n a(/|dh| in 48,15, 
where MT has lw)#l. 
 
ei0j a(/|dhn. To read this phrase as equivalent to “in Hades” denoting the 
realm of the dead, might be possible in isolation from the source text, but 
given that ei0j functions as default for Hebrew l, this interpretation is not 
exegetical. The text means nothing more than that the psalmist is 
confident that God will not surrender him to Hades, i.e., to premature 
death. That ei0j might be construed as e0n, the more so in view of the 
encroachment of ei0j on the domain of e0n, is clearly of interest for reception 
history (and Acts 2,27 is a case in point) but not relevant for Psalm 15 as 
produced. See further Eusebius In Psalmos (TLG 23.1056.33) and 
Chrysostom In Psalmum 50 (TLG 55.584.40). 
 
to_n o(/sio&n sou. A stereotypical rendering of dysx in Psalms. 
 
diafqora&n. What is of immediate interest is that diafqora/ (corruption) / 
diafqei/rw (corrupt) is clearly G’s default for Hebrew √tx#, accounting for 
fourteen out of nineteen occurrences. From an exegetical perspective, 
therefore, the five instances that deviate from the default are of interest 
rather than vice-versa. Thus bo/qroj in 7,16 and 93,13 is clearly 
contextual, as are fqora/ in 102,4 and e0coleqreu/w in 105,23. More difficult 
to tell is katafqora/ in 48,10. All in all, while the Hebrew is thought to be 
an image of the grave (“the Pit”), hence a place, G portrays it as the 
process of decay in the grave.  
 
ou)de/. The conjunction links 10a and 10b more explicitly than does the 
source text. 
 
Verse 11 

Greek Text 
e0gnw&risa&j moi o(dou_j zwh~j:  
plhrw&seij me eu)frosu&nhj meta_ tou~ 
prosw&pou sou,  
terpno&thtej e0n th~| decia~| sou ei0j te/loj.  

Hebrew Text 
Myyx xr) yn(ydwt  

 Kynp t) twxm# (b#  
xcn Knymyb twm(n  

NETS Translation 
You made known to me ways of life. 
You will fill me with gladness along with your 
face; 
in your right hand are delights, completely. 
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o(dou_j zwh~j. This phrase occurs only here in Psalms and only here is the 
singular of xr) translated by a plural in Greek. Appropriately it reflects not 
the way of life that leads to eternal bliss but rather life’s paths that earn 
divine blessing. 
 
plhrw&seij me. MT reads the noun (ba#&o (satiety, abundance) which elsewhere 
in Psalms appears only in 78(77),25 where it is translated by plhsmonh/ 
(abundance). G may reflect a parent text at variance with MT but in that 
case the parent text must have read a form of )lm (be full, fill), since 
plhro/w elsewhere in Psalms translates only )lm (12x). More likely is that G 
opted for a suitable verb, since without it (b#, twxm#, and twm(n all appear 
to be appositional to xr) > o(dou/j. It is possible that his choice was 
influenced by the equivalence (e0m)pi/mplhmi - (b# which occurs 14x in 
Psalms. 
 
eu)frosu&nhj. G appears to recognize that the Hebrew plural, twxm#, does not 
indicate plurality (Craigie calls it an intensive, p. 155). On the other hand, 
twm(n (pleasant things), likewise an intensive use according to Craigie, is 
rendered by a plural (terpno&thtej). 
 
terpno&thtej. In four of the six occurrences of Hebrew √M(n (be pleasant) G 
uses terp-, terpno/j (pleasant, delightful) in 80,3; 132,1 and terpno/thj 
(delight) in 15,11; 26,4. This equivalence does not occur elsewhere in the 
LXX, though √M(n is not common. Once G opts for kalo/j (134,3) when 
reference is being made to the Lord’s name, and once (146,1), when G 
expresses a wish regarding praise to God, he uses the verb h9du/nw (please, 
gratify). 
 An interesting parallel to Ps 15,11 is furnished by 26,4b-d: “to live (tou= 
katoikei=n) in the Lord’s house all the days of my life, to behold the 
pleasantness (th\n terpno/thta) of the Lord and to visit his shrine.” 
 
e0n th~| decia~| sou. Though the Hebrew might mean “on your right” (so Briggs 
p. 117), it is doubtful that the Greek means that. Elsewhere in Psalms G 
expresses position by means of e0k deciw~n, whether the Hebrew has Nm 
(15[16],8; 90[91],7) or l (44[45],10; 109[110],1) or l( (108[109],6, 31; 
109[110],5). Moreover, in 16(17),7 Knymyb is rendered by th~| decia~| sou 
(hence an article in place of b) due to the verb (a0nqi/sthmi). In 15,11, 
therefore, we are told about delights in God’s right hand to be enjoyed by 
the psalmist rather than his being on God’s right. 
 
ei0j te/loj. While, unlike its Hebrew counterpart, this phrase does not 
indicate temporal duration, it does underscore the abundance of delights 
in God’s hand. 
 
Briggs saw the Hebrew of Ps 15,8-11 as a conceptual advance on Isa 
57,1-2 in speaking of life beyond the grave. Few commentators on the 
Hebrew have followed in Briggs’ footsteps. 
 The Greek of these verses, however, has had a different history. Best 
known is its exposition in Acts 2,25-28 (cf. 2,31 and 13,35) as a prophecy 
of David about the death and resurrection of Jesus. In dispute here is not 
whether the constitutive character of the text as produced might be so 
refigured or re-articulated but whether the text as configured or 
articulated speaks of death and resurrection. Several scholars have 
thought so. Though Joachim Schaper insists, citing Gunkel, that the 
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Hebrew does not confer the idea of physical resurrection, on the basis of 
e0p’ e0lpi/di (v. 9c) and diafqora/ (v. 10b) he holds that the Greek translator so 
construed his source. His interpretation has been rightly questioned by 
both Cox and Boyd-Taylor (“In a Mirror” and “Reading Between the Lines” 
pp. 24-26) and, indirectly, by Aejmelaeus as well. 
 While Gzella (p. 95) rightly criticizes Schaper’s interpretive method as 
being too atomistic and thus too haphazard, his own approach, on the 
other hand, suffers from being too wholistic. Though the coherence and 
cohesion he sees in the text may reflect the Greek as received or as 
refigured, Gzella is mistaken in attributing them to the translator, hence to 
its constitutive character. Differently put, while Schaper and Gzella may 
well be reflecting readers of reception history, both ignore the implied 
reader of the text as produced. 
 There is thus no evidence to suggest that, on the issue of life beyond 
the grave, the Greek translation of Psalm 15, as produced, represents a 
conceptual advance on its Hebrew source text.  
 
 


